For an undirected graph and an optimal cyclic list of all its vertices, the cyclic cover time is the expected time it takes a simple random walk to travel from vertex to vertex along the list, until it completes a full cycle. The main result of this paper is a characterization of the cyclic cover time in terms of simple and easy to compute graph properties. Namely, for any connected graph, the cyclic cover time is (n 2 d ave (d ?1 ) ave ), where n is the number of vertices in the graph, d ave is the average degree of its vertices, and (d ?1 ) ave is the average of the inverse of the degree of its vertices. Other results obtained in the processes of proving the main theorem are a similar characterization of minimum resistance spanning trees of graphs, improved bounds on the cover time of graphs, and a simpli ed proof that the maximum commute time in any connected graph is at most 4n 3 =27 + o(n 3 ).
Introduction
Let G = G(V; E) be a simple connected graph on n vertices and m edges. For any vertex v 2 V , d v denotes the degree of v (the number of edges incident with v). We consider random walks on G, where at each step the random walk moves to a vertex chosen at random with uniform probability from the neighbors of the current vertex. For two vertices u; v 2 V , the hitting time H u; v] is the expected number of steps it takes a walk that starts at u to reach v, and the commute time C u; v] is the expected number of steps that it takes a walk to go from u to v and back to u (that is, C u; v] = H u; v] + H v; u]). The cover time of a graph, EC G], is the expected number of steps it takes a random walk to visit all vertices of the graph, starting at the worst possible vertex (that maximizes this value). 14] , who proved a bound of EC G] 4n 2 d ave =d min , where d ave is the average degree of the graph, and d min is its minimum degree. This bound takes into account the structure of the graph: for regular graphs the bound is low, O(n 2 ), whereas for irregular graphs, those which have a high ratio d ave =d min , the bound is higher.
In this paper we further study the relation between \regularity" of a graph and random walks. However, we use a di erent measure of regularity, namely d ave (d ?1 ) ave , where (d ?1 ) ave is the average of the inverse of the degrees of the vertices. This measure obtains its minimum 1 on regular graphs, and its maximum (n) on highly irregular graphs that have a linear number of vertices of constant degree and a linear number of vertices of degree (n).
It was argued in 10] that this measure is preferable to d ave =d min , since it is more robust. Introduction of even a single vertex of small degree can cause d ave =d min to increase by a multiplicative factor of (n), whereas d ave (d ?1 ) ave would increase by at most a constant factor.
Using our regularity measure, we provide an almost tight characterization of a property that is closely related to the cover time. 15] . The maximum hitting time on a graph can be computed in polynomial time. Alternatively, it can be bounded from above by the maximum commute time, which in turn can be bounded by 2mD, where D is the diameter of the graph, or even characterized exactly by 2mR e , where R e is the maximum e ective resistance in the graph (see 6], and also Section 3). We remark that it is not known whether the diameter of a graph or its maximum e ective resistance are computable in deterministic logspace. The directed graph G 0 can be made into an undirected graph, which we also denote by G 0 (so as not to introduce additional notation). For any pair of vertices u; v 2 V , the two antiparallel edges are replaced by a single edge with weight equal to the commute time C u; v]. Let TSP(G 0 ) denote the weight of the minimum weight Hamiltonian cycle in the undirected graph G 0 . Then TSP(G 0 ) is equal to exactly twice the cyclic cover time on G, by the well known fact that along any cycle, the sum of hitting times going along one direction is equal to the sum of hitting times going along the opposite direction (see e.g. 8]).
In order to obtain an upper bound on the cyclic cover time, we shall use the following relation between spanning trees and Hamiltonian cycles. Let MST(G 0 ) denote the weight of the minimum weight spanning tree of G 0 . Clearly, MST(G 0 ) TSP(G 0 ). Furthermore, if the weights satisfy the triangle inequality, then it is a simple matter to show that TSP(G 0 )
2MST(G 0 ) (see e.g. 13]). Thus in our case of cyclic cover time, it remains to bound MST(G 0 ).
Remark: We do not know if exact computation of the cyclic cover time is NP-hard.
The algorithm of Christo des 7, 13] approximates metric TSP within a factor of 3=2, and can be applied to approximate the cyclic cover time, as the commute time (weight of the edges in G 0 ) is computable in polynomial time, and satis es the triangle inequality (that is, C u; w] C u; v] + C v; w]). By 3] , there is some constant such that it is NP-hard to approximate metric TSP to within a ratio of 1 + . We do not know whether the extra structure of our graph G 0 can be exploited to improve over the approximation ratio obtainable for metric TSP.
Random walks and electrical resistance
There is a well known correspondence between random walks and resistance of electrical We shall use three properties about e ective resistance:
1. Serial connection: resistors that are connected in series can be replaced by a single resistor whose resistance is the sum of the resistances. The above bound is tight for complete graphs.
In order to obtain an upper bound on the cyclic cover time, or TSP(G 0 ), we shall bound MST(G 0 ). For reasons of convenience, the weights assigned to edges of G 0 are the e ective resistances R u; v] (rather than the commute times C u; v]). It will turn out that for the proof of Theorem 1, there is no need to consider edges of G 0 that were not edges in the original graph G, and they are assigned \in nite weight". Our goal is to upper bound R span , the weight of the spanning tree of minimum weight (resistance). By previous discussion it follows that the cyclic cover time of G is at most 2mR span .
The approach of using R span in order to bound the cover time originates from 2, 14].
Our current work was motivated by the conjecture in 10] that R span = ( P v2V 1=d v ). 4 The excess resistance lemma The sum of commute times along path p is an upper bound on C s; t], and it satis es:
The above bound on the maximum commute time in a graph is best possible (up to low order term). This can be veri ed by considering speci c examples, such as a path of n edges (and n + 1 vertices), for which the commute time between the two endpoints is 2n It can be veri ed that the resistance of clique edges is roughly 2=d, whereas the resistance of connecting edges is roughly 3=d. Hence a spanning tree that is based mainly on connecting edges will have resistance 3=2 times as high as a spanning tree that is based mostly on clique edges.
7 Proof of main theorem 
